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President’s Message
What a year it has been so far! I would like to thank the Exec, Committee,
Trip Leaders and club members for remaining positive and enthusiastic
despite all the challenges we have been facing.
Over the summer, while Xavier and Jason were paddling along the Murray
river from source to sea (congratulations, you guys are amazing!!) and Alex
and his crew were climbing in Tassie, many of our beloved outdoor
sanctuaries were ravaged by bushfires. Namadgi, the Budawangs the Bluies
and many parts of Kosciuszko were affected, along with many of our beloved
huts. Despite all the closures and areas affected by fire, we managed to get
creative and find ways we could keep on adventuring safely!
Our annual Blue Mountains Extravaganza was turned into a coast weekend,
which I hear was thoroughly enjoyed. The climbing wall was thriving. Jess Spargo ran an epic cave cleanup trip
and paved the way for the club to up its environmental game! I spent practically every weekend hiking and
ralking* in Kosciuszko, training furiously with my team for our upcoming trip to the Zanskar Valley (before I knew
that we would have to postpone it). Seeing so many new, enthusiastic faces joining the club this year and
watching you guys throw yourself into all our activities brought my heart so much joy!! A few of us were inspired
to help mitigate some of the damage caused by the fires, but all our plans had to be suspended quickly after they
began to form.
As time passed, we witnessed the spread of COVID-19 throughout the world, unaware of the fact that it would
soon come around and affect us as well. On 20th March, all our physical activities were suspended. I have a
distinct memory of being one of the handful of the last people at the climbing wall, during the final hour before it
shut. While doing my last few climbs I felt this horrible feeling come over me: a sense of sadness and uncertainty
about what the future would bring. Saying bye to others at the wall that day and not knowing when I’d see them
again was so heartbreaking that it didn’t feel real to me.
In the midst of COVID-19 lockdowns, the club has definitely not been as active as usual. But we have come up
with some ways to keep occupied during this time! Alicia Cognian set an absolutely EPIC rogaine on Black
Mountain which members completed in their own time, while practising social distancing. I hear that plans are
currently being made for another one and I’m incredibly bummed that I’m currently not in Canberra to be able to
join in!! Yoga through zoom (thank you Grace Fieg!), learning how to build anchors online (thank you Ivan
Dovana!), coming together for a zoom movie night (thank you Jaxon Kneipp!) as well as jamming and camming in
heaters (thank you Dan Comber Todd!) are some other things we have been doing. Many of us are training
furiously alone at home, to prepare ourselves for post lockdown adventures.
This whole situation is tough, for sure.
However, many of you know from experience that it is only on the darkest nights that you are able to see the light
of the stars most clearly.
If there is one thing that this year has taught us it is to see how lucky we are to be in this loving community, and
to be able to enjoy the great outdoors together. Just imagine how sweet things will be when everything returns
back to normal! And when it does, we’ll be so incredibly aware of how special every moment is and of just how
beautiful it is to be with one another.
Hang in there and keep on persevering!!
-

Chini

*Ralking= the artful mode of transportation where one alternates between running and walking.
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Tree Climbing

Underhouse Caving

Backyard Camping

Covid-19 has
had a huge
impact on the
club resulting
in a number of
activities being
cancelled.
So what have
club members
gotten up to
while fulfilling
their social
duty to stay at
home?

Spaghetti Knotting

Hallway Bridging

Got something to contribute? Send your Covid Capers to epic.anumc@gmail.com

Images by
Mahdi Davoodianidalik

Cave ‘n’ Clean
Article and images by Jess Spargo
On Sunday 1st March ANUMC and
the National University Caving Club
(NUCC) joined forces for the clubs’
first Clean Up Australia Day event.
18 members headed to the Wee
Jasper Reserve in the Goodradigbee
River valley, NSW, where they
removed rubbish from the trails
leading to the popular Dip Cave
system.
But why so much rubbish? In the
20th century, these caves were used
as dumping grounds by the
landowner where anything from old
shoes to entire cars could be made
to disappear! Not long after, the
cave system became an attractive
location for cavers to explore. Fast
forward to the 1990s where several
caving and Scout groups came
together over two weekends to haul
a lot of the rubbish out. Since then
there have been more informal
efforts to make the space safer and
more enjoyable.

I recently took a Cub Scout pack through
these caves only to have them ask why
they were littered with broken glass
when none of the others had been. The
disappointment of sharing the impact
humans had had on the caves saddened
me, however I felt inspired when I told
them of the efforts people, including
Scouts, had gone to improve the
situation. So much so that I was inspired
to organise another clean up. With
Clean Up Australia Day just around the
corner, I thought it would be a great
opportunity for ANUMC to participate.
There was a lot of enthusiasm from the
club and talk of a possible collaboration
with NUCC, who were only too keen to
get involved. Leaders from both clubs
worked hard to bring it all together. The
18 participants were split across three
groups and rotated between cleaning
the trails around Dip Cave and caving in
Gong Cave.
The good vibes and great banter during
the cave clean was fantastic! People
were mining for ‘amber’ (pieces of glass
bottles), and there were competitions of
who could find the most interesting can
of food or number of shoes. The caving
groups enjoyed the caving ladder pitch
into Gong Cave, and the formation in
Gong Chamber, where they experienced
total darkness with the lights-out.

The groups stopped for a well deserved vegetarian barbeque lunch before heading back to the Dip Cave for the afternoon
session. All up we managed to collect six large tubs of rubbish, as well as a large pile of metal, which was removed from the
site. Furthermore, this initiative sparked so much enthusiasm in ANUMC that the club is now looking to their next event, a
clean up of the Queanbeyan River.
I would like to thank ANUMC’s Committee for funding the barbeque lunch, the three NUCC leaders: Lachlan Bailey, Britt
Brockett and Chris Bradley and the fourteen wonderful participants who volunteered their time.

The River’s Run

Feature
Article

By Jason McQueen

To look upon a river is to see a hint of
grand journey. A voyage from mountains
to ocean. In idle moments on a river’s
edge I imagine all the unseen bends
twisting through the landscape, through
gorges, farms and forests. I hoped to one
day take that journey myself. To see
every bend of a river and follow its path
from mountain to sea. It would take
three months and 2508 kilometres to see
every bend of the Murray River.
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We started in Kosciuszko National Park
near Dead Horse Gap on a powder day. A
great day for skiing, tough for hiking
without snowshoes and weighed down
with pack rafts. It would be three days
through snow and whiteout before we
emerged in a quiet clearing where water
gurgled out of thick moss to create the
smallest of streams. The source of the
Murray. We walked beside the flow for
three days before there was finally enough
flow to carry our pack rafts.

Shortly after passing through the Murray
Gates, the rivers only section of
whitewater, we crossed the Kosciuszko
National Park boundary. The bushland of
the high country stopped immediately.
Rolling green hills, willows and plenty of
cows. We had entered the dairy country of
the upper Murray.
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We traded our pack rafts for sea kayaks.
The land flattened and dried out and the
hills receded. Once we got past the Hume
dam and to Albury we were well and truly
out of the “pristine ” upper Murray. We
dodged speedboats and water skiers past
Echuca north of Melbourne around
Christmas. Bush fires ravaged the rest of
the country and much of the high country
we had paddled through.
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We started to measure progress in the
weeks instead of days. In the distance
between towns and restocking our
supplies. Our world shrunk to the river's
edge. Not seeing anyone for days at a time,
cooking and sleeping next to our boats.
Occasionally dropping into a local pub for a
beer and political debate with the locals.
Those we ran into gradually became more
impressed by where we had come from
than by where we were going to. We had
passed the midway point.

The river lost all flow and locks became
almost a daily occurrence. Days were hot,
the landscape dried out and drinking water
became harder to get. On a rest day at the
confluence of the Darling we were hit by a
dust storm so thick it turned the day into
twilight. Larger and more frequent pipes
took water away to irrigate almond farms,
vineyards and orchards. The land grew so
flat you could see the horizon line
stretching away from the river.
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We passed into South Australia. There
were more vineyards and outside
corners started to rise in more and
more impressive sandstone cliffs. At
some point the end of the journey
became more than a vague notion. We
realised paradoxically that we wanted
the trip to finish but don't want our
river lifestyle to come to an end.

5

A final bend revealed the wide horizon of the open
ocean. We looked semi stunned at the breaking waves
and an unbroken horizon. The river had no more bends
to show us, the longest journey of our lives had come to
an end.
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Hiking Tabletop
By Anna Reboldi

Spring seems to be the best time to hike in the
Australian Alps. The light breeze and tender sun that
accompanied us along Mt Tabletop Trail made carrying
our overnight packs tolerable. Perhaps late September
was a bit too early to see the alpine flowers blossoming,
but, oh, it was enjoyable to walk in the few snowdrifts
left from the winter and, ah, it was refreshing to drink
water straight from the rivulets formed by the
snowmelt!
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While taking a moment to rest our legs
at Four Mile Hut, we noticed four feral
horses on the other side of the valley.
Although, to me, horses evoke instant
feelings of marvel and respect because
of their majestic size and associated
ideals of freedom and wilderness, these
animals do not belong to the Australian
Alps and are endangering our native
plants and wildlife. We took a moment
to reflect on the absurdity of the recent
bill passed by the NSW Parliament,
which declared feral horses in
Kosciuszko NP as Australian heritage.

We scrambled along the hillside of Tabletop Mountain
to reach its characteristic plateau. Fresh water was
seeping through the dark volcanic outcrops through
patches of bright green moss. At the top, the stocky
Snow Gums, with their trunks growing almost at 45°,
looked beaten up by the ever-blowing wind.
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One tree particularly stood out with half its branches
whitened by death, lonely and strong: the guardian of
the Mountain. And it was still there, towering over the
landscape, as we set our tents on the other side of the
valley to face the climb we achieved a few hours earlier.
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By the fire, we watched the sunset turn the sky purple
and orange, while, slowly, the stars appeared revealing a
shy milky way.
Thank you Stef for organising this memorable trip and
thanks to Sophia and Harrison for being such enjoyable
hiking companions.
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SIMPLE CLUES

Across
1. Device for clipping climbing equipment together
7. A sharp outward facing corner on a rock face
8. A peak in a European mountain range
9. A knot or device. Figure ____
10. French name for chalk bag '___ de craie'.
11. Someone who establishes a climbing wall route
13. Electric light source
15. Well known compass manufacturer
18. Northern polar region
20. Colloquial term for a helmet
22. A knot for attaching rope to an object
23. Etcetera
24. What bushwalkers carry their gear in
25. Open water paddle boats
1

2

Down
1. A spring loaded device used when trad climbing
2. What can happen if a rope abrades a tree
3. Fixed devices used when sport climbing
4. Abseils
5. Most lost or broken tent components
6. Where users of 25 Across often camp
8. Southern polar region
12. Scientific name for a bush turkey
14. The first personal equipment purchased by climbers
16. Systems used for fixing ropes to features
17. What contour lines indicate on a map
19. Country where COVID-19 originated
21. Neoprene cover for keeping water out of a kayak
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CRYPTIC CLUES

Across
1. Commodore sailor in emergency room rope connector
7. Are technically in rock corners
8. Labor Party’s mountain?
9. Sounds like this figure ate a knot
10. Dead end bag
11. Dog establishes climbing routes
13. Touch less, you are in the camping light
15. Makes silver compasses
18. Icy pole opposite 8 down
20. Helmet cover
22. Marry a rope to an object
23. Etching and so on
24. Fills bags for bushwalking
25. See yaks at both ends of boats

Down
1. Used for climbing King Arthur’s castle
2. Encircle and woof at a worn tree
3. Fastens lightning to crags
4. Abseils with a mixed slapper
5. Throws spikes for tents
6. Beta for everyone at the coast
8. Icy pole opposite 18 across
12. A poorly spelt lecturer is a bush turkey
14. Capture a climber’s belt
16. Sounds like more French affix ropes
17. Poles about gradient
19. Ceramic country
21. Hit the ground to fit to your kayak

Crossword answers next page
Know The Ropes answers: 1C, 2B, 3A, 4A, 5C, 6C, 7A, 8B, 9B, 10B, 11C, 12C, 13B, 14A, 15B

Know the ropes
Q1. Climbing ropes have a kernmantle construction
comprising:
A. A solid woven structure
B. A solid twisted structure
C. A load bearing core and protective outer layer
Q2. 1 kN is approximately equal to a:
A. 10kg weight
B. 100kg weight
C. 1000kg weight
Q3. Fall factor ‘f’ is defined as:
A. Length of fall / working length of rope
B. Length of fall / length from climber to first anchor
C. Diameter of rope / length of fall x 100
D. Length of fall / total length of rope
Q4. In accordance with European Standard EN
892 what is the minimum allowable strength of a
Single dynamic rope?
A. An impact force of 12kN when exposed to an
80kg under a factor 1.77 fall
B. An impact force of 12kN when exposed to an
80kg under a factor 3 fall
C. An impact force of 22kN when exposed to an
80kg under a factor 1.77 fall
Q5. In accordance with European Standard EN
1891 what is the minimum allowable strength of a
Type A static rope?
A. 15kN
B. 18kN
C. 22kN
Q6. In accordance with European Standard EN
566 what is the minimum allowable strength of a
sling?
A. 15kN
B. 18kN
C. 22kN
Q7. In accordance with European Standard EN
12277 what is the minimum allowable strength of the
belay loop on a Type C (sit) harness?
A. 15kN
B. 18kN
C. 22kN
Q8. As a rule-of-thumb, the length of knot’s tail
should be:
A. At least 5x the rope diameter
B. At least 10x the rope diameter
C. A hand width

Q9. How much does a figure eight knot reduce the
strength of a rope?
A. 10-20%
B. 20-40%
C. 40-60%
Q10. How much does an alpine butterfly knot reduce
the strength of a rope?
A. 10-20%
B. 20-40%
C. 40-60%
Q11. How much does an overhand bend reduce the
strength of a rope?
A. 10-20%
B. 20-40%
C. 40-60%
Q12. What is the advantage of an alpine butterfly
knot over a figure eight knot?
A. Places less stress in the rope
B. Can be released while under tension
C. Can be loaded in three directions
Q13. Why should stopper knots be tied at the end of
abseiling and belay ropes?
A. To increase friction for belaying
B. To prevent abseiling or lowering off the end
C. To prevent rope ends from fraying
Q14. If a safety line is not available what is the
safest way to approach a cliff edge?
A. On your stomach
B. With a harness and helmet
C. Sideways
Q15. To safely ascend a rope (prussik or ascender)
what is the recommended minimum number of
points-of-contact between the harness and rope?
A. 1
B. 2
C. 3
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Geographically
Challenged

Q6. With a 12°E variation how are Grid References
converted to Magnetic References?
A. Add 12°
B. Subtract 12°
C. Not required, variation doesn’t affect compasses

Q1. What feature is located at Grid Reference
549456?
A.
A dam
B.
A track intersection
C.
A powerline

Q7. Without using a compass, what is the direction
and distance from GR540455 to GR550455?
A. 090°M 4km
B. 102°M 1km
C. 078°M 1km

Q2.
A.
B.
C.

What feature is located at GR 523445?
A dam
Cliffs
A track intersection

Q8. Without using a compass, what is the direction
and distance from GR533455 to GR529457?
A. 315°G 500m
B. 135°M 1km
C. 270°M 500m

Q3.
A.
B.
C.

What feature is located at GR 553453?
A ridge
A valley
A saddle

Q4.
A.
B.
C.

What feature is located at GR 530468?
A ridge
Cliffs
A saddle

Q5. How far does 4cm (the distance between
consecutive grid lines) represent on a 1:25000 map?
A. 1km
B. 4km
C. 10km

Q9. For the above example, what would be the
most efficient way to travel between the two points if
on foot?
A. Straight line through the bush
B. Down the cliffs, north then west along the track
C. Up the cliffs, north then west along the track
Q10. How long a rope would you need to abseil
down the cliff at Gaps Creek Lookout (GR534458)?
A. 25m
B. 364ft
C. 200m
Answers previous page

South Coast Canyoning
Article by Ristian Atriandi Supriyanto. Images courtesy of Yushu Soon and Joshua Petras

Nothing beats the mental
nourishment I feel
immediately upon immersing
myself in natural pools and
waterfalls. The idea of
abseiling down raging torrents
of a waterfall excited me. This
reason alone convinced me to
sign up as soon as Ivan posted
a club trip to go canyoning at
Macquarie Pass last year.

The idea was to train novices like myself in
the manners of a canyoning trip leader.
“Too far-fetched,” I murmured when first
giving thought to the idea, but at least
Ivan’s trip could do some justice to the
skills he had tried to train me in the
previous weeks. Besides, my first
canyoning trip, albeit non-technical, in the
Blue Mountains the year before had left
me with the best of impressions.

Little did I realise upon arriving at
Macquarie National Park that I had gone
bushwalking in the same area four years
earlier. When I first discerned the
landscape in the morning as we were
going to decamp, I was immediately
wonderstruck by a nostalgic gratitude for
the fact that I had returned
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A sense of excitement gripped me stronger this
time, for I would not only bushwalk, but
immerse myself in the refreshing springs and
streams that me, the bushwalker could then
only admire from the banks. How could I
possibly enjoy nature better than submitting
myself to its total immersion and hence
embrace?

Following a hearty breakfast and a little banter,
our party of six departed that morning to the
canyon to commence our abseils. Some of the
abseils were quite tricky as the canyon was
deep and narrow, thus giving the impression of
a dark and sinister abyss. Had it not been for
Ivan’s confidence in our abilities, some of us
would have succumbed to doubtful second
thoughts.
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My tendency to get anxious at the start of every
abseil certainly did not help. Anxious as I was,
the gushing waterfall and the picturesque
glitters of light from the reflection of the pools
in the ravine below somewhat soothed my
composure.
Our swim exercises and jumps in the rock pools
at the end of the canyons were indeed, aside
from the abseils, the most memorable and
enjoyable part of the trip. A thought at revisiting
this place for another trip will surely receive my
confident affirmation.
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What is your go-to meal?
Six club greats were asked what their go-to meal is
when out adventuring. Here’s what they had to offer.

My go-to meal: A bagel
smooshed with peanut butter
and vegan nutella. Bagels are
dense as, so don’t get too badly
squished when thrown around in
a pack, and nutella and peanut
butter are so high calories and
yummy whilst still just healthy
enough to convince myself it’s
fine to power me through a day.
I will never not have an appetite
to demolish such a bagel - would
recommend!
Elena Ryan

My go-to meal: Red lentils,
basmati rice, water (in ratio
1:2:6) and stock cubes. Bring to
boil all in one pot and simmer for
10 minutes. Super easy to
prepare and cook, combines
protein and carbs, and can be
fancied up with vegies, cheese
or extra protein.
Steve Lade

My go to meal: In the warmer
months I like the simplicity of
leaving the stove at home. This
helps reduce weight and bulk on
longer trips. My go to dinner on
trips like this is.
2x tortillas
1x soft pack of drained olives
1x Safcol tuna pouch
1x handful of crushed shapes.
Stefan De Montis

My go-to meal: Morrocan Cous
Cous with dried fruit and nuts.
It’s a great mix of grains, fibre
and energy (from the nuts), it is
really quick. I usually eat it as
fast as I can cook it so don't
have photos of the finished
product. :)
Steve Hare
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My go-to meal: After a long
(and sometimes cold) day on the
river I go for a hot carb-loaded
bowl of gnocchi. It can be
cooked in a single pot on any old
burner.
Another favourite is "River
Sludge".
Crush 3 packets of chocolate
ripple biscuits in a pot, stir in
750ml of cream and leave in the
shallows of the river to cool.
Within an hour you have
chocolate ripple cake or, what
we call River Sludge!
Jess Spargo

My go-to meal: Raw corn on the
cob - quick, easy and juicy.
Got an alpine start? Reduce the
morning faff and get climbing
quicker: pre-make breakie. All
you need is a handy ALDI pickle
jar (minus the pickles, mmm
yum) filled with delicious bircher
muesli, ready to go. Going for a
weekend trip? Make double
before you even step outside
and you're set for dayyss.
James Bailie
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Story and images by Darby Liersch and Jaxon Kneipp

We set off on Friday night for our long
weekend Ultra Rad Coast Safari, heading
towards dark, stormy skies, reinforcing the
forecast wet weather for the weekend.
But nothing could dampen our
excitement. We arrived in the dark at our
campsite at Honeymoon Bay.

The next morning we had breakfast by
the bay with lessons on how to use
Yann’s portable coffee machine and
heated discussion as to which stove
system (Trangia or gas) was best. We then
set out on a trip to the beginner’s crag
Hospital Rocks. For many participants this
was their first time outdoor climbing, and
for others it was a chance to try climbing
at a new spot along the picturesque
Shoalhaven River.
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At midday we packed up shop and split,
with our group heading to Thompson’s
Point and some others heading to South
Central to try their luck on some of the
more technical overhanging lines. The
afternoon saw a few sends, but mostly
involved lounging in the sun and
watching other climbers. As the sun set,
we drove back to camp and cooked our
dinner by the light of our head torches
with a stunning view of the bay in the
moonlight.

We then took some drinks and good
conversation along the beach and around
the rocky headland, listening to Tim and
Verity play guitar and sing under the stars,
before retiring to our sleeping bags.

…listening to Tim and Verity play
guitar and sing under the stars…
The mosquitos were vicious, so we spent
hours tossing and turning and eventually
gave up and decided to cool off with a
midnight swim in the bay. The water was
completely calm as the bay sheltered us
from the strong winds. Our disturbance
of the water triggered bioluminescence
around us as we walked.
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Sunday saw another visit to the renowned
Thompson's Point, crushing routes
including Lucifer, Santa’s Little Helper,
Vanderholics and Orca. As the day passed,
pumped muscles and sore fingers
demanded a plunge into the cool Nowra
River.

After our third day without a shower…
Thankfully, some deep-water solo routes
and jumping points were found around a
nearby outcrop along the bank. After
cooling off in the water we headed to our
new campsite across the river.
After our third day without a shower, we
wandered over to the river’s edge for an
early morning swim. Following breakfast,
we packed up camp and split off into
groups, one group heading to the Grotto
for some climbing while we went back to
Thompson’s Point to practice abseiling.
After spending the morning learning some
new skills, we headed home for a muchneeded shower
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The answer is on the way
Experiences of a beginner bushwalker to Corang Arch
By Shuo Li

Starting off

As a beginner I had imagined many times what
my first bushwalk would be like. Would it be a great
experience? What if we got lost? Was there any
possibility of coming across snakes? With excitement,
curiosity and fear of the unknown, I set my feet on the
land of Corang Arch.

Packing for the walk

The first and perhaps the most confusing problem I
had was how to prepare my backpack. All I did was
stuff everything I thought might be useful into my bag.
Too many clothes, objects in wrong positions and
unsuitable food can make the backpack a heavy
burden for overnight bushwalking.
Chini, our Trip Leader, gave me many valuable
suggestions and helped with my backpack. I think that
they are very useful and practical for all the beginners
so I have listed them here.
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The walk

We started walking at about nine
o 'clock in the morning. Since
nearly half of us were bush
walking for the first time, we
planned to walk at a less intensive
level. This gave us plenty of time
to enjoy the whole process and
gain more fun. We dropped by a
few places on a whim, had meals
on raised boulders, felt the wind
on the peak and observed the
clouds gathering then dispersing.

As we went on, the scenery
gradually began to change from
woods to wilderness. No one was
walking but us. Nothing could be
heard except our own
conversation and breathing.
Nothing could be seen but the
endless wilderness. An idea
suddenly popped into my mind: In society, on
campus, at home, I may be someone while in
this wilderness, I was no one. I was just as weak
and strong as a random leaf in the wilderness.

The campsite

Because of the bushfire ban at that
time, we could not make a fire. In the
twilight of the evening, we sat around
having dinner, making origami
butterflies and talking. The valley was so
quiet the echo of our laughter travelled
very very far…
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The return

In the morning fog, we packed everything up
and prepared to return. The fog in the morning
was very wet and it started to rain. I felt kinda
irritated because my
pants were soaked and I
…bushwalking
still could not figure out
the answer to the question I asked before
walking: What was bushwalking like?

is

After the walk, I realized that all my
assumptions about it were nonsense because
the answer is on the way. I never knew that
bushwalking could be such a fun, fulfilling and
wonderful
without
a gift from nature. experience
trying.
I want to say thank you to Chini for organizing
this bushwalk and all my teammates. It was so
great to start my bushwalking with you all. You
guys are the best!

All of a sudden, the sun broke through the fog in
front of me, the temperature rose and my pants
dried out. Just like the sunshine drying my
pants, bushwalking is a gift from nature.
Because of the role we play in
society, at home, on campus,
we don't have the time to get
simple happiness from nature
as a simple life. However,
bushwalking gave us the
opportunity to feel nature as
simply as possible. All we
focussed on was the sunshine,
the wind and the scenery.
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5

Inside the Legoland cave.
Photo by Kathryn Lee

